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The name Raphael means "The God heals ". Raphael gives
fire for a life and bodies. The color of this energy is golden.
This energy is very kind. It can raise a mood and tones up an
organism. It goes a powerful stream, being poured in from
below in the Root Chakra and rising upwards along the
backbone. During attunement there are tactile sensations,
there is an internal calmness. Ask Archangel Raphael about
spiritual healing and an enlightenment, about satisfaction of
the physical needs. Do not overlook to thank Raphael and the
Light Forces, and everyone who helps you. The duration of
this attunement is 30-45 minutes.

How to pass the attunement
"I ask my Higher Self that (person’s name) be attuned to the
Gold Ray of Raphael ... (Hours) (date) in (location) with
power, intensity and duration which he/she can endure and for
highest and optimal good without harming anyone and without
conflict with anyone’s Higher Will”.
The attunement will begin at the designated time.

Distant Healing
Clear your mind and call in the energy.
Visualize the patient or write his/her name on a palm of your
hand, and connect palms together. The stream of energy
begins. Remember, it is not important, as it is exact you
visualize the object of treatment, suffice intention to cure or
help to receive the energy current in a place appropriate it.
After a session do not forget to thank the Light Forces and
everyone who helps you.

How to accept the attunement
Clear reason and address to the Higher Self - "I ask my
Higher Self to attune me to Gold Ray of Raphael energy,
which has been sent to me by (your teacher’s name)”. Then
mentally repeat "I accept attunement to the Gold Ray of
Raphael from (teacher’s name) NOW ".
After that, there will be a stream of energy. Remember energy always begins and flows to where it is necessary. You
will always receive the correct healing required, irrespective of
such factors as how serious or insignificant your problem is,
you will receive a stream of energy and it will flow to those
places where it is necessary. Upon termination of attunement,
do not forget to thank the Light.

